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Background and objective: Recently, some of the hemogram parameters were reported to

predict early death in acute pulmonary embolism (PE). The aim of this study was to

investigate the role of mean platelet volume (MPV) and MPV/platelet count ratio (MPV/P),

WBC and red cell distribution width (RDW) in risk stratification of patients with acute PE.

Materials and methods: We retrospectively reviewed the medical records of patients with

acute PE admitted to the Emergency Department. In addition to the clinical evaluation, the

hemogram parameters were measured on admission.

Results: A total of 152 patients were included. Patients with RV dysfunction had significantly

higher MPV levels and MPV/P than patients without RV dysfunction. Receiver operating char-

acteristiccurveanalysisrevealedthataMPVcut-offof7.85 fLprovidedasensitivityof53.3%anda

specificity of 68.5%, and a MPV/P cut-off of 0.0339 fL/(109/L) provided a sensitivity of 69.6% and a

specificity of 65% for the prediction of RV dysfunction. There was a positive correlation between

MPV and systolic pulmonary artery pressure (SPAP) and between MPV and RV diameter. There

was a positive correlation between MPV/P and SPAP and between MPV/P and RV diameter. The

low-risk PE group had lower MPV and MPV/P than the massive PE and submassive PE groups.

Conclusions: MPV and MPV/P were found to be associated with RV dysfunction and clinical

severity in acute PE. Low MPV and MPV/P levels may be an indicator of low risk and, high

WBC levels may be an indicator of high risk in patients with acute PE. RDW levels may not

reflect severity of acute PE.
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1. Introduction

Risk stratification of patients with acute pulmonary embolism
(PE) represents an important step and may help to guide the
initial therapeutic management. Right ventricular (RV) dys-
function as evaluated by echocardiography is associated with
a high mortality risk in patients with acute PE [1]. Patients with
RV dysfunction and arterial hypotension require more
aggressive therapeutic strategies. In recent years, there has
been an increasing interest in the risk stratification of patients
with acute PE using standardized blood tests [2].

Acute PE is a consequence of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) in
most cases [3]. Thrombosis begins with the aggregation of
erythrocytes, fibrin, and platelets. Platelets have a central role
in the pathogenesis of thromboembolic disease [4]. Platelets
produce proinflammatory molecules, which have prothrom-
botic activity [5]. Platelet size has been shown to reflect platelet
activity [4]. The mean platelet volume (MPV) is a parameter of
platelet volume that can be determined routinely in nearly all
clinical laboratories, and it is accepted as a marker in
determining thrombocyte function [5,6].

Increased MPV in thromboembolic disease is considered an
important risk factor [7]. It was found that MPV values were
significantly increased in cerebral venous sinus thrombosis
patients with brain parenchymal lesions [5]. An elevated MPV
is also associated with acute DVT, MPV and the MPV/platelet
count ratio (MPV/P) can be considered meaningful laboratory
markers for determining the risk of DVT [7,8]. Platelet
activation is observed in patients with acute PE [9]. It has
been shown that MPV was significantly elevated in acute PE
[10]. It was also reported that MPV is an independent predictor
of early death in acute PE [11]. In addition, several studies
showed the prognostic value of white blood cells (WBC) and
red cell distribution width (RDW) in PE [12–15]. However, in the
literature, the role of MPV, MPV/P, WBC and RDW in the
evaluation of patients with acute PE is less clear. The aim of
this study was to investigate the role of MPV, MPV/P, WBC and
RDW in risk stratification of patients with acute PE.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study design and setting

This study was designed retrospectively by examining the files
of all patients with confirmed acute PE who were admitted to
the Emergency Department (ED), Ondokuz Mayis University,
from January 2008 to December 2012. The study protocol was
approved by the local ethics committee.

2.2. Selection of participants

The initial evaluation of the patients included clinical history
and physical examination, hemogram parameters, arterial
blood gas analysis, chest radiograph, and 12-lead electrocar-
diography. Patients presenting with clinically suspected PE
were referred for further diagnostic workup. The diagnosis of
PE was confirmed by contrast-enhanced spiral computed
tomography (CT) or a high probability ventilation/perfusion
lung scan [2]. The study group consisted of 166 patients with
acute PE. Patients with chronic renal or hepatic disease were
excluded from the study (n = 6). In addition, 8 patients without
echocardiographic examination were excluded from the
study.

Patients were divided into two groups based on the
presence or not of RV dysfunction on the echocardiography.
Moreover, patients were classified into three groups: (a)
massive PE (RV dysfunction and cardiogenic shock), (b)
submassive PE (RV dysfunction and a preserved arterial
pressure) and (c) low-risk PE (no RV dysfunction) for risk
stratification [16].

2.3. Echocardiography

Transthoracic echocardiography was performed by a cardiol-
ogist. Echocardiography for the assessment of RV dysfunction
was performed (Vivid 7, GE Vingmed Ultrasound; Horten,
Norway) using a 2.5 MHz phased-array transducer with the
patients in the left lateral decubitus position, on the same day
of diagnosis of acute PE. All parameters were measured
according to the recommendations of the American Society of
Echocardiography [17]. Patients with at least one of the
following findings were diagnosed as having RV dysfunction:
RV hypokinesis (asymmetrical or delayed contraction, usually
in the RV base), paradoxical septal systolic motion or RV
dilatation (end-diastolic diameter >30 mm or right-to-left
ventricular end-diastolic diameter ratio ≥1 in an apical
4-chamber view) [18].

2.4. Baseline measurements

Initial hemogram parameters were evaluated in this study. In
all patients, venous peripheral blood samples for measure-
ments were drawn on admission. Blood samples were taken
into standardized tubes containing dipotassium ethylenedi-
nitrilotetraacetic acid (EDTA) and stored at room temperature.
Blood samples were sent directly to the ED laboratory and
analyzed immediately as per standard protocol. Hemogram
parameters were analyzed on a fully-automated hematologi-
cal analyzer, ADVIA 2120 (Siemens Medical Solutions Diag-
nostics; Tarrytown, NY, USA), within 30 min after blood
sampling. According to our laboratory, the reference values
of MPV are 6.1–8.9 fL.

2.5. Statistical analysis

All statistical calculations were made using the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) for Windows version
15.0 (SPSS Inc Headquarters, Chicago, IL, USA) software
program. To identify the normal distribution, the Kolmo-
gorov–Smirnov test was applied. Values are reported as
median (min–max) for quantitative variables. Kruskal–Wallis
analysis of variance, Mann–Whitney U, and Bonferroni-
corrected Mann–Whitney U tests were used to compare the
groups. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for
predicting RV dysfunction were generated from the data.
Sensitivity and specificity were also calculated for MPV levels
and MPV/P. A P value of <0.05 was accepted as statistically
significant for Mann–Whitney U and Kruskal–Wallis analysis



Table 1 – Baseline characteristics of patients with acute pulmonary embolism with and without right ventricular
dysfunction.

Characteristic All patients (n = 152) RV dysfunction (n = 92) No RV dysfunction (n = 60) P

Age, years 65 (18–94) 68 (18–89) 52.5 (18–94) <0.001
Female, n (%) 82 (54) 53 (57.6) 29 (48.3) NS
SBP, mmHg 120 (70–180) 110 (70–180) 120 (90–150) <0.05
Heart rate, beat/min 97 (50–152) 102 (50–150) 89.5 (60–152) <0.05

Laboratory findings
WBC, 1000/mL 7.8 (2.4–27.9) 8.9 (3.7–27.9) 7.7 (2.4–21) NS
Hemoglobin, g/dL 12.8 (7.4–17) 13 (7.4–16.3) 12.5 (9.3–17) NS
MPV, fL 8.1 (6–11.9) 8.3 (6–11.9) 7.7 (6.1–10) <0.001
Platelet count, 1000/mL 230 (78–740) 206 (78–612) 263 (120–740) <0.001
MPV/P, fL/(109/L) 0.0360 (0.01–0.09) 0.0389 (0.01–0.09) 0.0281 (0.01–0.06) <0.001
RDW (%) 15.2 (10.2–26) 15.4 (10.2–26) 14.8 (12.4–24.3) NS

Echocardiographic data
LVEF, % 60 (41–70) 57.5 (41–70) 60 (49–68) <0.05
RV hypokinesis, n (%) 36 (23.7) 36 (39.1) 0 <0.001
RVEDD, mm 32 (20–45) 35 (31–45) 27 (20–30) <0.001
SPAP, mmHg 45 (20–85) 54 (25–85) 35 (20–55) <0.001

Comorbidities (yes), n (%)
Malignancy 18 (11.8) 9 (9.8) 9 (15) NS
Coronary artery disease 11 (7.2) 6 (6.5) 5 (8.3) NS
History of CVA 12 (7.9) 7 (7.6) 5 (8.3) NS
History of pulmonary embolism 9 (5.9) 6 (6.5) 3 (5) NS
History of DVT 25 (16.4) 15 (16.3) 10 (16.7) NS

Values median (min–max) unless otherwise indicated.
SBP, systolic blood pressure; WBC, white blood cells; MPV, mean platelet volume; MPV/P, MPV/platelet count ratio; RDW, red cell distribution
width; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; RV, right ventricle; RVEDD, right ventricular end-diastolic diameter; SPAP, systolic pulmonary
artery pressure; CVA, cerebrovascular accident; DVT, deep vein thrombosis.
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Figure – ROC curve analysis of MPV and MPV/P for
prediction of RV dysfunction. At the cut-off value of
>7.85 fL, sensitivity and specificity of MPV were 53.3% and
68.5%, respectively (AUC = 0.671, 95% CI, 0.584; 0.758). At
the cut-off value of >0.0339 fL/(109/L), sensitivity and
specificity of MPV/P were 69.6% and 65%, respectively
(AUC = 0.734, 95% CI, 0.653; 0.815).
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of variance. P values of <0.017 were accepted as statistically
significant for the Bonferroni-corrected Mann–Whitney U test.
Spearman correlation analysis was used to examine the
relationships between the variables.

3. Results

A total of 152 patients diagnosed with acute PE (median age, 65
years; range, 18–94; 82 women) were enrolled in this study. The
baseline clinical characteristics of the patients are shown in
Table 1.

There were 92 patients (60.5%) with RV dysfunction.
Patients with RV dysfunction had significantly higher MPV,
MPV/P and platelet levels than patients without RV dysfunc-
tion. There was no significance difference between patients
with and without RV dysfunction with respect to WBC and
RDW levels (Table 1). The cut-off value for the prediction of RV
dysfunction was 7.85 fL for MPV, which was identified by ROC
analysis. The area under the curve (AUC) was 0.671 (95%
confidence interval [CI], 0.584; 0.758). A MPV of >7.85 fL had a
sensitivity of 53.3%, specificity of 68.5%, positive predictive
value of 69.2%, and negative predictive value of 52.4%. The cut-
off value for prediction of RV dysfunction was 0.0339 fL/(109/L)
for MPV/P. The AUC was 0.734 (95% CI, 0.653; 0.815). A MPV/P of
>0.0339 fL/(109/L) had a sensitivity of 69.6%, specificity of 65%,
positive predictive value of 75.3%, and negative predictive
value of 58.2% (Figure).

There was a positive correlation between MPV and systolic
pulmonary artery pressure (SPAP) and between MPV and RV
diameter, as well as between SPAP and RV diameter (r = 0.305,
P < 0.05; r = 0.253, P < 0.05; and r = 0.633, P < 0.05, respectively).
There was a positive correlation between MPV/P and SPAP and
between MPV/P and RV diameter (r = 0.342, P < 0.05 and
r = 0.344, P < 0.05, respectively). There was a negative correla-
tion between platelet count and MPV and between platelet



Table 2 – Comparison of hemogram parameters and systolic blood pressure according to clinical groups.

Parameter Massive PE (n = 20) Submassive PE (n = 72) Low-risk PE (n = 60)

MPV, fL 8.4 (6.3–11)* 8.3 (6–11.9)* 7.7 (6.1–10)
MPV/P, fL/(109/L) 0.0424 (0.02–0.09)* 0.0377 (0.01–0.08)* 0.0281 (0.01–0.06)
Platelet count, 1000/mL 197 (78–342)* 212 (96–612)* 263 (120–740)
WBC, 1000/mL 12.9 (6.1–22)*,y 7.6 (3.7–27.9) 7.7 (2.4–21)
RDW, % 15.2 (13.3–26) 15.4 (10.2–24.8) 14.8 (12.4–24.3)
SBP, mmHg 80 (70–85)*,y 120 (95–180) 120 (90–150)

Values are median (min–max).
MPV, mean platelet volume; MPV/P, MPV/platelet count ratio; WBC, white blood cells; RDW, red cell distribution width; SBP, systolic blood
pressure.
* P < 0.017 compared to the low-risk PE group.
y P < 0.017 compared to the submassive PE group.
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count and MPV/P (r = �0.238, P < 0.05 and r = �0.953, P < 0.05,
respectively).

Sixty (39.5%) patients were diagnosed with low-risk PE, 72
(47.4%) with submassive PE and 20 (13.2%) with massive PE.
The low-risk PE group had lower MPV, MPV/P and platelet than
the massive PE and submassive PE groups. However, there was
no significant difference between the massive PE and
submassive PE groups with respect to these parameters
(Table 2). Massive PE group had higher WBC levels than other
clinical groups. In addition, there was no significance differ-
ence between clinical groups with respect to RDW levels
(Table 2).

4. Discussion

Human platelets are involved in many pathophysiological
processes, including hemostasis and thrombosis, clot retrac-
tion, vessel constriction and repair, inflammation including
promotion of atherosclerosis, host defense, and even tumor
growth/metastasis [11]. Platelet size, measured as MPV, is a
marker of its function. Increased platelet volume is associated
with increased platelet reactivity, shortened bleeding time,
increased platelet aggregation, and higher thrombotic poten-
tial [19]. It is known that cardiac dysfunction can cause platelet
activation and increased MPV [20].

In the present study, patients with RV dysfunction had
significantly higher MPV levels and MPV/P than patients
without RV dysfunction. The cut-off value in the prediction of
RV dysfunction was 7.85 fL for MPV, with a sensitivity of 53.3%
and a specificity of 68.5%, and 0.0339 fL/(109/L) for MPV/P, with
a sensitivity of 69.6% and a specificity of 65%. There was a
positive correlation between MPV and SPAP and between MPV
and RV diameter. There was a positive correlation between
MPV/P and SPAP and between MPV/P and RV diameter. In
addition, we found that patients with low-risk acute PE
presented significantly lower MPVs and MPV/Ps than patients
with submassive PE or massive PE acute PE. Our results
revealed that MPV and MPV/P are associated with RV
dysfunction and clinical severity in acute PE.

It is known that platelet activation is evident after acute PE.
Platelet activation correlates with the severity of RV dysfunc-
tion and can persist for several months after acute PE [9].
Similar to our results, Kostrubiec et al. [11], Varol et al. [10], and
Hilal et al. [21] reported a positive correlation between MPV
and RV diameter in patients with acute PE. Kostrubiec et al. [11]
also reported that MPV values were significantly related to the
severity of acute PE. Similar to our results, they found that
patients with low-risk acute PE presented significantly lower
MPVs than patients with intermediate- or high-risk acute PE.
Moreover, they reported that MPV was a significant predictor
of 30-day mortality and, especially, 7-day mortality in acute PE.
Similarly, Hilal et al. [21] reported increased MPV in non-
surviving acute PE patients. Recently, Günay et al. [22] found a
positive correlation between CT pulmonary arterial obstruc-
tion index and MPV in patients with acute PE. They suggested
that MPV could be used for the determination of disease
severity and lead to therapeutic strategies for PE patients.

The following potential explanations of increased MPV in
patients with acute PE can be suggested. RV dysfunction and
failure, in association with impaired left ventricular filling and
reduced cardiac output and the resultant hypoxemia, are
potent stimuli of platelet activation [10]. We found that MPV
and MPV/P were negatively correlated with platelet count. MPV
inversely correlates with the total platelet count, which could
even suggest the consumption of small platelets and a
compensatory production of larger reticulated platelets.
Increased MPV and low platelet count could therefore be
associated with activation of the coagulation system. An
increased MPV/P can be regarded as increased MPV and a low
platelet count status [7,23].

Recently, increased levels of MPV and MPV/P were identi-
fied as predictors of DVT [7]. PE and DVT are two clinical
presentations of venous thromboembolism and share the
same predisposing factors. In most cases, PE is a consequence
of DVT [10]. To the best of our knowledge, the observation of
MPV/P as a potential marker for risk stratification of acute PE
has not been reported previously. Logically, MPV/P can bear a
greater diagnostic value than MPV alone because MPV and the
platelet count generally have an inverse relationship [7]. In our
study, sensitivity and AUC of MPV/P were higher than those
of MPV alone in the prediction of RV dysfunction. MPV/P may
be a more useful predictor than MPV in risk stratification of
acute PE.

In recent years, several studies focused the prognostic
value of WBC and RDW in patients with acute PE [12–15].
However, relation between WBC and RDW levels and severity
of PE is less clear. Regarding the WBC, a previous study
demonstrated that leukocytosis may be associated with PE
[24]. Huang et al. [15] suggested that elevated WBC on
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admission can be used to identify the risk for a short-term fatal
outcome within 30 days in patients with acute PE. In our study,
there was no significance difference between patients with
and without RV dysfunction in respect to WBC levels.
However, massive PE group had higher WBC levels than other
clinical groups. Present study suggests that high WBC levels
may be a predictor of high risk in patients with acute PE.

Recently, Ozsu et al. [13] found RDW as a newly recognized
and independent predictor of PE inhospital mortality. Similar-
ly, Zorlu et al. [14] reported that RDW was moderately
correlated with hemodynamic parameters and designated
increased mortality in patients with acute PE. In addition they
thought that RDW may reflect increasing severity of acute PE.
In the present study, there was no significance difference
between patients with and without RV dysfunction in respect
to RDW levels. In addition there was no significance difference
between clinical groups in respect to RDW levels. The present
study suggests that RDW levels may not reflect the severity of
acute PE. RDW increases during inflammation, similar to the
increase seen in other inflammatory parameters, suggesting
that RDW may be increased due to chronic inflammation [12].
PE is an acute process, and therefore, RDW levels may not
direct reflect severity of PE. The reason for the increase of RDW
in cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases is not clearly
understood. Nutritional deficiencies, co-morbid diseases,
and deterioration of renal function appear along with the
clinical status of patients with chronic cardiopulmonary
diseases [14]. Many chronic processes such as co-morbid
diseases may be related with increased RDW levels in PE.

Our study has some limitations. It is a single-center study.
Our analysis involved a simple baseline determination at a
single time point that may not reflect the patient status over
long periods. We also did not evaluate the prognostic value of
MPV, MPV/P, WBC and RDW in patients with acute PE.
Prospective and controlled studies involving larger numbers
of patients with acute PE are needed.

5. Conclusions

The present study suggests that MPV and MPV/P are associated
with RV dysfunction and clinical severity in acute PE. These
parameters may be useful in the evaluation and risk
stratification of patients with acute PE. Low MPV and MPV/P
levels may be an indicator of low risk in patients with acute PE.
High WBC levels may be a predictor of high risk in patients
with acute PE. RDW levels may not reflect the severity of acute
PE.
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